GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

09/17/2017

HIGHLIGHT

THE "FESTIVAL DEL PUZZONE" CLOSES
WITH A SPECIAL PARADE
Protagonists of the parade are adorned cows, happy shepherds, horse
riders and musicians. Today at 11.00 am , the "Desmonteada" will amaze
residents and tourists as well at the main square of Moena. A typical
parade that represents the heart of the "Festival del Puzzone di Moena
DOP" that today comes to the end with unique events: at 10.00 am in piaz
de Sotegrava the workshop "Il piccolo casaro" and the cheese production
realized by Caseificio Sociale di Predazzo e Moena, followed by the cut of
four Puzzone cheese forms made by four cheese factories. At 12.00
Puzzone becomes the protagonist of lunch, with "Le Piazze del gusto",
with entertainment "Scopri la differenza" and "Le Olimpiadi del Puzzone".
The festival of the Puzzone of Moena is organized in collaboration with "La
Strada dei Formaggi delle Dolomiti".

Today in the valley
"L MALGHIER"

CHEESE FACTORY VAL DI FASSA PERA - 8.30 AM - 1.00 PM - 4.00 PM 7.00 PM
Inside the cheese factory, the section of the Museo Ladino can be
visited.

THE FIRST WORLD WAR AT FEDAIA

MUSEO DELLA GRANDE GUERRA 1914-1918 - LOC. FEDAIA/CANAZEI
10.00 AM - 12.30/2.00 PM - 5.30 PM
The Marmolada has given back lots of documents and items about the
First World War, that can be now observed at the exhibition.

SAY "CHEESE"!

MALGA ALOCH POZZA - 10.30 AM
Discover how fresh milk becomes cheese.

Itineraries
FROM PENIA TO LORENZ VERRA AND INSOM
From the square of Penia go up through the meadows along the Troi
de Lorenz path, arriving at the small hamlets of Lorenz and Verra.
Walk by the small Church on a grassy path. Upward you can see the
ruins of Insom. Through the meadows, you reach Ruf de Penìa pass it
and go on rightward to a path into the wood. Walk through the
clearing of Udàer, descend the state road on your right for 150
metres up to the guardrail on the bridge over the Avisio; do not
cross it and make your way into the wood. The ascent becomes
steeper till the paved street. Proceed on the bridge and walk 30
metres on the road. Then enter the wood on the right and follow the
path. You will find a gangway that leads to the sawmill Segheria
Veneziana and after the second gangway you can come back
quickly to Penìa.

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
SEPTEMBER 18 FROM 7.00 AM ON - CAMPITELLO

PARAGLIDING

TANDEM PARAGLIDING WITH THE EXPERT. ENROLLMENT: SPORT
CHECK POINT (AGAINST PAYMENT).
SEPTEMBER 18 8.00 AM - POZZA

THE FERRATA

EXCURSION WITH THE ALPINE GUIDES. ENROLLMENT: SPORT CHECK
POINT (AGAINST PAYMENT):

Did you know that...
In the ancient times the "maridoz" (wedding) here in Val dI Fassa
had lots of traditional moments. One of these, was the "scrign", a
wedding chest, that artisans used to decorate with a six pointed
star, symbol of warmth, light and fertility. The scrign where
trousseau was put, was transported from the woman's house to the
new home. The groom welcomed his future wife and his objects with
a list of their value. The trousseau was positioned in the "stua" (the
living room) or in the bedroom.

SEPTEMBER 18 9.30 AM - CANAZEI

SINGLE TRAIL MTB

MTB LESSON WITH THE EXPERT. ENROLLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT
/AGAINST PAYMENT).

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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